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SYMMETRY™
ADVANCED REPORTING
The Symmetry Advanced Reporting module provides users with
the ability to generate powerful custom reports. This free of charge
add on Symmetry module has been specifically designed to support
the creation of tailored reports for information such as employee
information, alarms, system status or access control event data.
Symmetry Advanced Reporting uses a sophisticated Data Dictionary
which compiles multiple database views to simplify report creation.
Customized reports can then be stored on the network alongside
an included library of standard reports for users to access. Collate
data such as employee activity, alarms, system status or event data
to measure and analyze by exporting it into various formats including
Excel spreadsheets, PDF format or by email.
The integrated design tool enables users to customize the look of
reports through inclusion of company logos as well as change colors
and layouts for a corporate look and reporting standardization.
Whether using standard reports from the library or creating
something custom the data can be displayed in a variety of formats
including graphs and charts.
A comprehensive help functionality is available within Symmetry
Advanced Reporting to support users designing their own reports.
Alongside the help functionality sits an extensive library of step by
step training videos to aid users in report creation.
Symmetry Advanced Reporting is a comprehensive tool, available as
an add-on from Symmetry V8.0.2 onwards and can run on any PC
with a connection to the Symmetry database.

Reports can be written by either the Symmetry users themselves, the
Symmetry Authorized Certified Reseller or by AMAG Technology.
AMAG Professional Services provide a report writing service. For
more information contact proservices@amag.com.
Symmetry Advanced Reporting encompasses a sophisticated audit
capability designed to meet compliance requirements for regulated
industries such as NERC CIP for the electric power industry.
KEY FEATURES
 Report design tool
 Create unlimited reports from Symmetry database
 Advanced audit report capability
 Extensive help functionality
 Training video library
 Sample reports provided
 Runs on any PC with Symmetry database connection
 Export reports in MS Excel, PDF’s or email
 Clear graphs and chart data display option
 Free of charge add on module for Symmetry V8.0.2 or later
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KEY BENEFITS
 Design custom reports to meet business requirements
 Easy to follow step by step videos for guidance
 Export capability enables simple communication of reports
 Run quick reports from the sample library
 Add corporate styling with design tool
 Familiar reporting operation and design tool
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PURCHASING INFORMATION
Available for download from AMAG Partner Site
Compatible with Symmetry v8.0.2 and later
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